
Lechner GmbH, based in Rothenburg
o.d.Tauber, is a leading manufacturer
in Europe for high value surface 

refinishing of interior decoration for kitchens
and bathrooms. The latest production lines of
the company are the “LaVico” and “Vitro”
series made of glass. The single-sheet safety
glass obtains its special design by a ceramic
coating applied on the lower side by screen
printing and drying at 650°C. These glass types
are manufactured especially as exclusive work-
ing surfaces and splash-back covers for kitchens
and bathrooms, as they are easy to clean and can
replace tiles perfectly.

LOOKING FOR A LARGE SIZE SCREEN
PRINTER

For the coating of these glass sheets using
screen printing, Lechner was searching for an
experienced and reliable manufacturer of screen
printing machines. Thereby the choice fell on
Fleischle Siebdruckmaschinen eKfm from
Brackenheim, Germany.

Due to its long experience in the construction
and manufacture of large size screen printing
machines for precise printing on flat glass,
Fleischle could comply with all the criterions of
Lechner with an automatic SH screen printing
machine. The maximum printing format of this
machine is 1,300 x 3,800 millimetres and the
minimum is 400 x 500 millimetres. Glass thick-
nesses of from 3 - 19 millimetres can be printed.

THE COMPLETE PRINTING AND DRYING
LINE

In May 2006, as part of a plant extension, a
complete printing and drying line was installed
at Lechner consisting of:
• loading conveyor with lift frame;
• screen printing machine type SH-3/4-auto-

matic;
• buffer conveyor;
• continuous dryer Event from Tesoma; and
• unloading and inspection table.

With this line, glass sheets of various shapes
and sizes can be printed and dried.
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In response to a request from one of its clients, D. Lechner GmbH,
Fleischle worked in close collaboration with Tesoma to create a

production line to create the special coating needed for its working
surfaces and splash-back covers for kitchens and bathrooms. The
result of this collaboration is presented in this article, where the

journey of the glass through the line is explained step by step.
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The line is equipped with numerous technical
features and fully satisfies the high quality
requirements of its users.

THE PRINTING TABLE
The glass sheets are transferred from the

washing machine via a transport conveyor with
integrated gear belts to the print table of the
screen printing machine.

The transport path of the glass to the aligning
mask is programmable. The print table has
grooves for the input of infinitely adjustable
synthetic stops. By means of blowing air, the
glass sheet is manually pushed against the mask
and the synthetic stops, guaranteeing an
absolute fit. During the printing process, the
glass sheet is fixed by means of vacuum.

In the longitudinal direction, the print table
consists of several segments, separated by gear
belts. The print plates on the top of the segments
are made of five millimetre-thick aluminium,
and are equipped with a special patented coating.
The stable construction of the machine in con-
nection with other components, such as the well
proved print unit and anti-drip-system, as well as
the absolutely even levelled print plate surface
(patented by Fleischle), which all contribute to
the effective production of glass printing.

THE CONTINUOUS DRYER
After printing, the glass sheets are transferred

sideways by the gear belts onto a buffer con-
veyor and into the continuous dryer Event. At
the end of the buffer conveyor, two light sensors
are placed which automatically control the syn-
chronized glass transfer with the dryer. 

For the requirements of Lechner, Tesoma
conceived a continuous dryer from the Event
module production series with a heating section
of four meters in length, with a combination of
hot air and infrared, and a cooling section of
four meters in length. The printed glass panels
are transported by a combination of belt rolls
through the dryer, which also secures the trans-
port of smaller panels.

ENERGY SAVING FEATURES
The Event dryer is equipped with a number

of energy saving features that can be activated
and influenced by the user according to indivi-
dual requirements. These possibilities include
switching-off of the relative high-input infrared-

middle-wave radiation when no panel is coming
and punctual switching-on.

During production downtimes (e.g. at job
assignment and, cleaning) the stand-by pro-
gramme can be activated by input of break time.

The control shuts down the dryer to the low-
est energy level and starts up heating again
independently to secure a full ready status at the
predefined time. Moreover, job assignment is
energy economizing, while job oriented param-
eters can be stored and activated at order repeti-
tion. The consistent use of the possibilities to
reduce energy consumption of Event means
considerable reductions in operating costs for
the user.

FINAL INSPECTION
After drying, the glass is transferred to a

three-part inspection table equipped with air
blowers that help the glass sheet to slide up to
the strike at the end of the table. Luminescent
tubes are located beneath the transparent sur-
face areas to control the screen printing. The
distance between the separate table segments
enables cleaning of the glass sheets from
below if necessary.

The distance between the separate table seg-
ments is designed in such a way that large
glass sheets can be unloaded with a fork lift
truck by driving between the table segments
and lifting the glass from the control table
from below without damaging the print. Small
glass sheets can be unloaded from the control
table manually.

A screen printing and drying line with inno-
vative technologies with the highest quality and
easy handling giving suitable interlinking possi-
bilities and an economical energy effort. This
was the request of Lechner, which was fully
realized by Fleischle and Tesoma. ■
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Fleischle
Siebdrucmaschinen eKfm

Fleiner Strasse 5
D-74336 Brackenheim

Germany
Tel: +49 - 7135 - 9590-0

Fax: +49 - 7135 - 9590-20
E-mail: info@fleishle.com

www.fleische.com

Tesoma GmbH 
Gottfried-Schenker-Strasse 17

D-09244 Lichtenau
Germany

Tel: +49 - 37208 - 887880
Fax: +49 - 37208 -

8878850
E-mail: info@tesoma.de

www.tesoma.de


